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When building a brand, SUCH AS YOUR GALLERY, the 

internal components prove to be more important than 

that of the external features.

The external qualities should just be a reflection of 

what the brand stands for internally.





easel paint

you will need:

blank canvas primer masking tape

thick brush



1



a blank canvas symbolises a clean slate of 
possibilities, allowing inspiration to flow freely 
during the initial stages of developing the brand.

blank canvas



the primer lays the foundation for the brand, 
providing the basis of the brand. Furthermore, it 

determines how the brand will develop.

primer



values
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define the values of the gallery
what does the organisation stand for?



masking tape

masking tape is used to define the painting area on 
the canvas. when building a brand, the masking tape 
provides direction to the brand; developing the key 

components and the potential of the brand.



mission
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the mission statement guides the actions of 
the brand, including the reason for being and 

the primary objectives.



thick brush

a thick brush is used to apply large areas of paint to 
the canvas. Similarly, in branding, this step involves 

blending the former ideas together to develop
the brand.



vision
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The vision statement communicates both the 
purpose and values of the organization.





Personality
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The personality of a brand is defined by the 
values of the gallery.

What human characteristics does it have?



step six:
external
evaluation6



an easel is used to display art to a larger audience. 
the external evaluation reflects the internal 

qualities of the brand communicating these qualities 
to the gallery's audience.

easel



paint

the paint is used to refine and finish the 
artwork. in terms of a brand, the paint is used 
to create and shape the final components of the 

brand strategy.



positioning
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the positioning statement clearly 
defines how the brand is positioned in 

the marketplace, stating the target 
audience, framed reference and owned 

benefit of the organisation.

a guide to creating your own positioning 
statement: for (target audience), (brand 
name) is the (frame of reference) that 
delivers (benefit/point of difference) 
because only (brand name) is (reason

to believe).



Customer service
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Customer service is an important part of 
building a brand, to ensure the audience 

experience is consistent And of high quality.
All points of contact between the audience 

and the brand must be consistent and reflect 
the ethos of the brand. This will eliminate any 
confusion about what The brand represents.



brand identity
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the brand identity is a visual reflection of
what the brand stands for.

the core values of the brand should be 
considered when a visual identity is created 
to ensure the visuals clearly communicate 

the essence of the brand.





New media & technology
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Through the use of new media & technology, 
the brand can connect and communicate with 

its audience on a deeper and more engaging 
level. this can be achieved through social 

media sites and an interactive website.





These external elements must all consistently 

communicate the internal facets of the brand.

Brand awareness, perceived quality and brand 

associations are all a product of building the brand 

internally. The needs and wants of society and 

competition are contained in the positioning statement. 




